
Date: 9-19-16 Topic: Iditarod Dream - Theme 2 pp. 187-196

Time: 10:30-11:15 Academic Standard(s): L.5.4, L.5.5, RI.5.2, SL.5.3, SL.5.4

List here what you need to do to prepare for the lesson (e.g. materials/technology needed; vocabulary to target; map out questions; targeted 

articulation words; what you need to do to check for prior knowledge; what you want students to learn by the end of this lesson).

1. Do a picture walk: all students can ask questions they have, state what they think the story will be about.

2. Highlight Tier 2 vocabulary: obstacles, pace, slot, straining, spectators. Have students listen for these as we move 

through the story.

3. Read a page at a time, stopping when needed to focus on vocab/idioms/multiple meaning words. (Use red flags to 

assist with where in story to stop.)

4. Multiple meaning words to target: headed, runs, checks, spots, steer, roaring

5. Figurative language to target: stops dead; run smack into; paid off

6. Problems to solve: Why do you think Dusty got lost last year? What would you do if you got lost during this race?

Why do snowmobiles follow the racers along the course trail?

Roberto will … Sammy will… Ilea will… Sasha will …
-use a FLEE thinking map to take -help with reading paragraphs -facilitate questions in group with -identify all words she doesn't 
notes of key details in sequence as -can use overlay to highlight s/z peers recognize - focus on context to 
we move through the story. words if needed #NAME? define
-Have Roberto think through problems-use a circle map to pull out all s/z Roberto using good "r" sound -use learned strategies to describe
problems from story (identify causes/words she has trouble saying multiple meaning words
and solutions using context). when reading -use "Figure It Out" worksheet to 

-use circle map as ticket out the door attack encountered idioms
(do a quick run through of words on
the page before leaving the room)

-email 5th grade team targeted vocabulary for reinforcement in classroom during this story
-have Roberto use his FLEE map in gen ed classroom to assist with associated writing activities
-follow up with Mrs. Juarez and Ms. McKinney r.e. if Ilea and Sammy are using carryover strategies in classroom
-if there's time at end of lesson, have each student share their favorite part of the story 
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